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Get
actionable
insights with
Datadog.

Microsoft Azure Stack HCI extends your
datacenter into the cloud, allowing you to
manage your on-premises workloads through
Azure with a service available as an Azure
subscription. Monitoring of, and
comprehensive visibility into, your Azure Stack
HCI environment can be essential to helping
you realize the full benefits of your hybridcloud architecture. With Datadog, you can
achieve the in-depth observability that you
need to keep your infrastructure operating
efficiently and at peak performance.
With more than 400 vendor-supported
integrations, Datadog collects detailed
information about your entire stack. You can
then use this data to create intuitive,
customizable dashboards and alerts that can
help you understand the health of your
environment and identify any issues. For
troubleshooting, Datadog enables you to
seamlessly pivot between metrics, logs,
application traces, synthetic tests, real user
monitoring data, and more to drill down to the

root cause, wherever it is in your environment,
using a single, unified platform. For hybrid
environments, like those enabled by Azure
Stack HCI, this means that you can monitor
your entire Azure infrastructure more easily,
resolve performance issues faster, improve
business continuity, reduce downtime, and get
better performance through alerts powered by
machine learning.

Azure Stack HCI
Perhaps your organization wants the power of
cloud-based management, but must also retain
some workloads on-premises for performance
or regulatory reasons. Or perhaps your
organization sees a hybrid-cloud solution as a
stepping stone on the transformational path
from on-premises legacy applications to
moving fully to the cloud.
Regardless of your strategic IT destination,
Azure Stack HCI can help get you there. Azure
Stack HCI makes powerful Azure management
services available for your on-premises
workloads, together with the familiar tools and
operations in Windows Server. Azure Stack HCI
provides a world-class hyperconverged
infrastructure (HCI) stack for more secure,
efficient virtualization of Windows and Linux
guests. Because Azure Stack HCI is delivered as
an Azure service, it has built-in hybrid
capabilities with Azure, and it provides
up-to-date software and support. You can
extend your datacenter to the cloud and
manage Azure Stack HCI hosts, virtual machines
(VMs), and Azure resources side by side in the
Azure portal.
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Azure Stack HCI also enables you to save
money and increase efficiency. With it, you
can modernize your infrastructure of aging
servers and storage, consolidate virtualized
workloads, and gain cloud efficiencies onpremises. Best of all, you can build your HCI
using IT skills that your organization has
already invested in. These skills include
working with Microsoft Hyper-V and
Windows Server, but they also extend to a
number of third-party software solutions,
including Datadog.

Modern monitoring
for modern
infrastructure
Because Azure Stack HCI extends your
datacenter into the cloud, your infrastructure is
probably becoming more distributed and
dynamic. While some workloads remain onpremises and some services move to the cloud,
your approach to monitoring must keep pace
with the evolution of your infrastructure. A
modern monitoring approach should provide
context around data points from disparate

data sources—including hosts, VMs,
containers, cloud services, and more—which
can help reduce the mean time to resolution
(MTTR) of issues and improve reliability.
Datadog is a powerful software-as-a-service
(SaaS) solution that provides comprehensive
visibility into different data types across your
infrastructure, whether on-premises, in the
cloud, or in a hybrid environment. Wherever
your workloads run, you need rich
monitoring capabilities that complement the
native tools of your existing solutions.
Datadog provides that rich monitoring
through more than 400 integrations that
allow you to see across all your systems,
apps, and services in a single pane of glass.
In addition, by correlating across different data
types, Datadog lets you see data in its full
context. For example, an application trace that
shows increasing latency for end users doesn’t
give you all the information you need to resolve
the issue.

Figure 1. This dashboard shows how Datadog helps users diagnose and repair any performance issues.
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Datadog shows that application trace in context
with log data, infrastructure metrics, and other
necessary information so that you can
determine if it is an infrastructure problem, an
application problem, or something in between.
You can pivot from one data type to another in
a single platform with Datadog because it
seamlessly presents all of your application
monitoring data in one place for greater
visibility and faster troubleshooting.
Datadog provides easy access
to information including:
• Details about the infrastructure that
processed an application request
• What processes were running on the host
or container at the time of a request
• Any error codes and stack traces
related to a request
• The logs that correspond to a trace
• Metrics that show the performance of
relevant hosts, containers, and services
• Network performance data
• Code hotspots that might be sources of
latency
The power of metadata tagging
The seamless pivoting between data types and
sources in Datadog is enabled in part by tags.
Tags are metadata “labels” attached to metrics
in your environment, and they allow you to
pivot through different data types while
keeping context. For example, you can keep
the service or host that you’re looking at front
and center as you pivot between data types,
allowing you to see focused data within its
complete context. Tags give you the flexibility
to use relevant metadata to scope your metrics

Why pay for a monitoring solution?
If your organization is accustomed to
running workloads on-premises, you are
probably familiar with the monitoring
capabilities commonly available for
applications and datacenter infrastructure
components. These capabilities are built
into the software and come at no extra
charge, so IT organizations might question
the need for a paid monitoring solution.
Although those built-in monitoring
capabilities are “free,” they can be
expensive to use when you factor in the
engineers’ time required to pull actionable
insights from them. It can be time
consuming for engineers to switch
between different monitoring tools and
correlate disparate data types to
troubleshoot problems or optimize
workloads. This time contributes to longer
MTTR and higher downtime costs.
In addition, monitoring solutions designed
for visibility into on-premises applications
and infrastructure might not transfer well to
hybrid or cloud environments. Engineers
would need to spend time figuring out how
to integrate cloud metrics with the onpremises tools that they’re used to using.
By contrast, Datadog presents all the
information needed, in context, in a single
pane of glass, which can dramatically
reduce the amount of engineering time
needed to maintain, troubleshoot, and
optimize environments.
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in visualizations or alerts on the fly, without
modifying the way your metrics are collected,
and without manually selecting resources from
a list. Tags help you:
• Monitor your entire system at a high level.
• View relevant and meaningful subsets of
your data side by side.
• Aggregate and contextualize monitoring data
across your infrastructure.
• Correlate backend traces with real
user monitoring (RUM) data.
• Drill down to individual services for more
comprehensive analysis.
• Correlate data from every
application component.
• Observe and alert on metrics from different
hardware profiles, software versions,
availability zones, services, or roles.
Datadog will automatically detect important
metadata about your cloud resources and add
it as tags to the respective metrics. This
process includes automatically adding any
custom tags you’ve applied to your resources
in Azure. You can also add your own custom
tags using the Datadog Agent. So if you have
non-standard infrastructure or want to track
your own custom groupings (for example,
“finance” or “prod”), you can add exactly the
tags you need.
Full visibility into Kubernetes clusters
Datadog’s strong integrations with
Kubernetes and Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) should be of particular interest to Azure
Stack HCI users. In containerized,
orchestrated environments, IT teams need to
rethink their approach to monitoring. There
are additional components to monitor in
these environments beyond just hosts, VMs,

and applications: containers and Kubernetes
itself. In addition, containerized applications are
highly distributed and constantly moving as
Kubernetes shifts pods across hosts and scales
them up and down. So now you need to keep
track of all your pods and the applications
running in them; but it can be difficult to track
where they are actually running.
Datadog provides granular insight into
the health and performance of your
entire Kubernetes environment—from
your hosts, containers, and applications
to Kubernetes itself. Once the Datadog
Agent is installed on your nodes, it
automatically detects services running in
Kubernetes clusters and monitors them
regardless of where they reside and
independent of the underlying platform.
Disparate IT teams can then use the Datadog
Service Map to visualize and understand the
architectures of their clusters. Through the
Datadog Watchdog feature, those teams get
actionable insights with machine learning–
driven analysis tools like forecasting and
anomaly detection. As a result, engineers can
monitor services without spending valuable
time on manually configuring checks or
anticipating failure scenarios. And because you
can run AKS on-premises with your Azure
Stack HCI deployment, you can use alreadyfamiliar tools and instrumentation when you
are ready to make the move to the cloud.

Hybrid-cloud monitoring

Use
case

IT teams often find that their legacy
monitoring tools are unable to keep pace
with the rate of change in a dynamic
cloud environment. Datadog
automatically scales with dynamic
infrastructure by monitoring new cloud
instances or containers as soon as they
are brought online. And because Datadog
is platform-agnostic, teams can monitor,
correlate, and aggregate data from onpremises datacenters alongside all their
cloud deployments. Monitoring Azure
Stack HCI with Datadog means you
can track the performance of each platform
side by side, trace individual requests as
they propagate between on-premises
hosts and cloud services, and map out
complex application architectures that
span multiple environments.
With hundreds of vendor-backed integrations,
Datadog provides instant visibility into hosted
services from cloud providers including Azure.
Monitoring can be set up in minutes and
includes out-of-the-box dashboards that
automatically surface key metrics for system
health and performance.

Datadog is well suited to assist with several
use cases in the modern datacenter, including
monitoring consolidation, app modernization,
security analytics, real-time business
intelligence (BI), and Internet of Things (IoT)
monitoring, to name a few. This section
highlights two such use cases: hybrid-cloud
monitoring and cloud migration.
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Use
case

Cloud migration

Datadog helps to simplify cloud
migration by providing deep visibility
into cloud, on-premises, and hybrid
environments during migrations. With
Datadog, organizations can fully map
their legacy and cloud-based systems,
monitor real-time data during every phase
of the cloud transition, and better ensure
that migrated applications meet
performance targets.
When migrating applications to Azure,
companies often refactor them to make use
of the flexibility and scalability of the cloud.
This requires choosing the right services to
support an application’s architecture in order
to decrease friction during the migration.
Datadog enables teams to seamlessly track
the performance of their services side by
side throughout the migration process, so
they can better ensure that their expected
benchmarks are met.

In the Service Map and Network Map,
developers can visualize data flows between
services and infrastructure components to
build a complete understanding of an
application’s architecture and dependencies.
That foundation allows teams to fully map
their legacy systems and make data-driven
architectural decisions in the cloud.

Datadog retains performance metrics at full
granularity for 15 months. With
comprehensive data for real-time and
historical analysis, engineering teams can
monitor key performance indicators (KPIs)
before, during, and after a cloud migration.
This cross-platform visibility allows teams to
better ensure that migrated applications
meet performance benchmarks and to make
real-time adjustments as they migrate
legacy applications.

Get full value from your hybrid infrastructure with
complete monitoring
Azure Stack HCI simplifies your operations by using easy-to-manage solutions that
integrate with your environment and with popular third-party solutions like
Datadog. Datadog lets you monitor your entire Azure infrastructure more easily,
which can help you resolve performance issues faster, improve business continuity,
and reduce downtime.
To see for yourself how Datadog can change the way you look at hybrid infrastructure,
and to start a free trial, visit: www.datadoghq.com/solutions/azure/.
To learn more about Azure Stack HCI, visit www.azure.com/hci.
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